What is the ManiaxNFT?
ManiaxNFT project is the key to entry to a world with 2305 unique digital artworks
available on the $AVAX

network.

The aim of project is to bring a new perspectives to people who have to keep up with
the system in today's world and cannot see the

beauty of differences.

ManiaxNFT will start with the art series and gather all maniacs under the same roof.
The project wants to open the door to a spacious life with desired
decentralized freedom away from standard

& average life.

What is the philosophy of the project?
Maniacs are all those who love their
freedom and are fed up with oppression.
Maniacs are the combination of all minorities
who have witnessed all the evils of the system
during their lifetime and say enough is
ENOUGH.
Maniacs is to be against the monotony, evils
and oppression of the SYSTEM. It is the ﬁrst step
to break the chains and to be free.

How many NFTs are in the series?
Maniax was created by the artist of the series, Alper Ağca, as known as Zeos2305, with 130 different layer drawings.
The series has a supply of 2305

NFTs.

The scoring system was created due to the technological move to use the fund created after the trilogy NFT series.

THE

RARESTones

What is the trilogy?
Maniacs has 3 phases to be created chronologically. Roof
consists of ManiaxNFT, WomaniaxNFT and

How will the ﬁrst phase
be distributed?

BabymaniaxNFT series.

+Whitelist 2100 NFTs
+HeartManiax and Treasure in reserved

+Mint Price: 0.55 $AVAX

Whitelist
2100 NFTs

The team has set the price of 0.55 AVAX for each NFT in the ManiaxNFT series.

HeartManiax and
Treasure in reserved

What are the advantages and priorities of
being a maniac?
1- Womaniac NFT Airdrop to;

5.) Free-access

people who have a ManiaxNFT mint wallet and
hold it until the WomaniaxNFT mint process

Free-access will be provided to game and non-game
systems that can be created under the roof.

2- 10 Rare NFT wallets "maniac-box"

6- Consulting Support

In the box gift; There are hoodies, t-shirts,
socks, berets and drawing gifts exclusive to
his rare NFT.

3-It will be randomly selected from
"mint-wallets", which includes only
mint addresses.
- 1 avax for 55 people
- 5 Avax for 5 people
- 10 avax for 1 person
It will be gifted by airdrop.

4- Stake
NFT holders will be able to earn passive
income by logging into the $AVAX and $JNS
staking system. For the ManiaxNFT staking
system, 3% of the sale will be transferred to
the stake pool and will continue until it is
ﬁnished.
According to the number of NFT staked, the
higher the earnings per NFT

In order to establish their own NFT team and structure
that have mint wallets in 3 different series and hold at
least 1 from each series; consultancy support will be
provided on Drawing, Software, Network and Marketing.
5 wallets fulﬁlling the conditions will beneﬁt from this
privilege.
7.) Those who hold at least 1 NFT from each series and
have mint wallets of all 3 series until the ManiaxLab
process will be entitled to become a stakeholder.

8- Brand of "maniax"
A brand that can manage its own economy and
production.
As Maniac's, we aim to create a mechanism that not
only designs hoodies, sweatshirts, t-shirts, berets and
socks, but also manufactures it in-house. The physical
products that we will produce in agreement with FECBY
will continue within our own structure.

Platforms we have partnered with so far:

Who are the persistent and stubborn
team members?
Ifelse: Software master, sought-after programmer in web 3.0 and blockchain.
Zeos: "Alper Ağca" Grafﬁti artist, Ghetto, illustrator of the team and the series.
Hawkeye: "Alican Çalışkan" Originally Paramedic, Avalanche blockchain and NFT enthusiast, Islander group manage-

ment, Strategist

Caelus: Founder of Janus Network. NFT and blockchain enthusiast.
Chellios: "Tarık Yalım" 27 years old R&D Engineer, team captain
related to Blockchain technology.

Tacho: "Engin Can Akyüz" Economist and Strategist, Decision-making mechanism of the team, originally in the Insurance

business.

Chief: "Batuhan Arslan" Originally Pharmacist, AvalaunchTR group management, CM in the series
Zet Lorento: Zet Lorento is a blockchain, metaverse and NFT enthusiast, mainly working in cybersecurity.
NojdarAvax: Strategy Advisor, 40 years old, General Surgeon, Avalanche and NFT enthusiast.

We aim to raise awareness by working on the
common problems of all of us throughout the Maniax adventure.

In other words, we aim to
'AXE' all the evil in the
world.
How many maniacs can you mint? Why?
A wallet owner will be able to purchase a maximum of 10 NFTs.
The reason why we limit it to 10; to prevent the formation of any NFT whale concept
in our project and to protect investors.

What we did before?
The ﬁrst NFT project supported by a metropolitan & its
mayor.

TSHIRT DESIGN X FECBY

MURALSin

ADANA/TÜRKİYE

We painted all the overpasses in
Adana's Turgut Özal Boulevard
with Maniac characters.
Our work still continues..

İstanbul/TÜRKİYE

WORLDWIDE

MANIAX!
Almaty/KAZAKHSTAN

Benalmádena, Spain

Our produced
stickers have
already started to
spread around
the world.

Antalya/TÜRKİYE

WHY ‘2305’ NFT?
The number 2305 has a special meaning for our artist
Alper Ağca, also known as zeos2305, who is the center of
our project. These numbers say ZEOS, just try looking at
the numbers from a different angle!
On the right you can see some of his work that has reached
people around the world.

